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Emma
Florez
Le Petit Prince
A little boy not of this world
with drowsy, dream-filled eyes
crash-landed in the desert
to water the soul
of an old man.
He told tales of outer space
a rose he loved and called his
a king sick with power
a businessman concerned
with things of “consequence.”
This little prince gave the stars their shine
his laughter echoing across the cosmos.
And what gave him his laugh?
His love for a rose that only he knew
the pinks winding their way through her petals
her sticky-sick-sweet smell
the razor-sharp thorns of her words.
The heart that beat in the little prince’s chest
ellipsed his rose
pushed and pulled by a force
seen only with his heart.
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Sarah
Frey
90°
Leaves rustle as you walk by
Bringing wind and gold dust
Shot from your day in paradise
Sweet cold
Scooping cream
Sugared.
Converse All-Stars make no sounds
Just disturb the wavy heat
Emanating from earth
Threatening freckles and summer love.

Frey
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Last of the Millenia
You lost your wallet at a gas station.
It was cold
And we drove through clouds
Dampened with raindrops from
A heaven that was shittier now
Than when we left it. I felt the air
Pass through my arms as I
Lifted them above the Lexus
From 2001
Like most influential people now. We from
1999
Are insignificant
Smaller
A little shittier now that newer models have come after us.

Frey
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Ashrama
I’ve stared at this line for days
trying to jump off the dharmic wheel
of endless rehashing
doubt anxiety and suppression.
was I ever psychic or did
I always jump at coincidence
or the crack of the bell
because rebirth for me was never an option.
I spent my childhood spinning tops
which fell off the wheel long before
I ever considered reversing the rudder
trying to become solid
and shed my ghost-skin to show
bone and sinew
stitched to this soul and knotted thick.
I taste chalk and bitter herbs.
For every spoke in this wheel, the lines
Magnify threefold.

Samantha
Gougher
Touch Starved at the Animal Shelter
The kitten purrs like she’s a motor
I press her tighter to my cheek
I think I’m lucky just to hold her
Her body precious, soft, and meek
I press her tighter to my cheek
I feel her curl into my chest
Her body precious, soft, and meek
Trusts me to keep her in this nest
I feel her curl into my chest
Her eyes blink open as she stirs
Trusts me to keep her in this nest
She isn’t mine, but I am hers
Her eyes blink open as she stirs
She bumps her forehead against mine
She isn’t mine, but I am hers
The lonesome girl and stray feline.
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Marie
Harris
HEART
The truth feels true again, unnecessary to defend.
Though it went into hibernation,
like acorn and tulip bulb
tree frog and black bear
the truth has been alive and pulsing
in the frozen earth, waiting
for the silences to thaw.
This throb of truth is at the heart
of what cannot be argued ever again
if there is to be flower and fruit
the croak and bloom of a new season on our burnt-over land.

Harris
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WEANING JOURNEY
“The journey of the mother may have been simply
the ritual termination
of an already waning stage...”
Laurel Thatcher Ulrich; GOODWIVES
Abandonment, by this its kinder name,
Still left my boys as lonely and bereft.
I took the weaning journey all the same:
Not to my mother’s house, her mild demesne,
I need my space! I hit the road. I left.
And settled for abandonment’s new name.
On chancy winds their keening voices came,
Tore at my heart, entreated it. I wept,
But took the weaning journey all the same
By interstate. By then I’d changed my name
From mother-first to woman-first; I left
A chasm wide and deep enough for blame.
(How does the heart distinguish wild from tame?
How calculate: a consequence or gift?
How call abandonment a gentler name?)
Should voices challenge, ask me to explain
How could you turn your back? Was nothing left
To choose except abandonment? I’ll name
it “wean.” Call it my journey. Turn from blame.

Harris
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EVERGREEN
The spruce stand like frets, tuning the wind.
Cedars fence a horizon.
Rhododendron and laurel shine
like ornaments on whole cloth. The fragrance
of labrador tea and bog rosemary
sieve through the hard air
and travelers pause, remembering.
Above the white noise of winter, the greens
announce their tidings.
If hope began in the meager light of December,
if hope persists again another December,
if anything survives this chill,
winter green loving will-like the pitch pine still quick
after the rage of forest fire,
like the leather leaf, first to bloom
come spring.

Catherine
O’Brian
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My Dearest Left Hand
Have I forgotten to tell you how much I love you –
I don’t often say it out loud – How quietly you hold
the paper down, while I struggle to write. How patiently
you listen and observe the careless, busy right. I have noticed
how you never complain – still the diamond is yours –
so at ease with yourself
ready to lend assistance without being asked.
I have given you a secret name.
Although you are an equal in many ways,
you are not the one to reach out and shake hands
or first caress a grandchild’s hot forehead.
You are always there – playing the lower keys.
I could not swim without you
or pray with all sides. Without you
I could not hold the back of my child’s head
while stroking her cheek. Without you
I could not hold the cook pot steady
while pouring the simmering soup, or keep
my lover’s head steady in both hands. I could not
nurse my baby on the left breast,
separate an egg.

Alexa
O’Kane
The Guy Who Stabbed Jesus
I don’t know anything
about
the guy who stabbed Jesus.
As much as you would love it if I did,
I just don’t care who Mary was
(what do you mean, there were two?),
or what Apostles were, and especially not what
God would say about me.
I don’t know anything
about
the guy who stabbed Jesus.
As much as I respect your religion
(and yours, and yours, and yours),
I just don’t care who you worship,
what about me offends you, and
especially not how you want to
control my body.
Please, have your faith.
But don’t push it on me.
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O’Kane
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Blue Jeans
bass bubbles through my chest
swaying my hips and bobbing my chin
without permission from the protestors
picketing in my head
my lips open wide as a goldfish
gasping for water needing the rhythm
ashamedly lusting for
thump-thump-thump
and my vision dulls in the ungodly
sodium light of the parking lot
i stumble over someone’s boot
but catch myself on a stranger’s shoulder
as the people around me push past
brushing the back pockets of my
best pair of blue jeans

O’Kane
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Control Freak
She made me do it.
The control freak inside of me
Made me walk on water
Like Jesus Christ Himself
When the rest of me screamed
Stay ashore,
This is wrong,
You shouldn’t hold this power
Like the ice holds you;
Strong and steady,
With just the right amount of doubt
To make things exciting.
I can feel the anger of
Lake Champlain
Churning beneath the calm,
Aching to surge through the ice,
Twist around my legs,
And take back control.
But She won’t let it.
She’s a control freak,
After all.
As long as the water
Remains restrained,
She’s in charge.

O’Kane
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A Quaint Little Tragedy
Her story was good.
At least that’s what you thought.
Maybe the grandfather should have died at the end,
someone else suggests. You disagree, but another writer
gets to those words first.
It’s a race of a workshop.
They rip the narration to shreds—
a pack of starving dogs—
before moving on to the weakness of the
tone in the twenty-seventh line.
A small voice peeps a compliment
that is soon to be forgotten
among the peppering of what they call
constructive criticism.
You’re trembling for your turn already.
What a quaint little tragedy! the class asshole remarks,
a smug smile splitting his lips.
I really would have preferred more drama.
You sigh, exchanging a glance with the writer.
Some people just don’t get it.
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Casey
Sabine
A Light On
There’s a light on down south
in a timeless old house
with regrets and ghosts
and cigarette smoke.
There’s a light on back home
where he sits up alone
wondering where his kid’s gone
(thank god he don’t know).
There’s a light on upstairs
where he moans and he wails
cursing out those who
he thought done him wrong-but his curses, they fall
on deaf wood and dead stone.
Only he wonders why
he’s alone

Erika
Skorstad
Moon in a Jar
I’ve caught the moon in a jar again.
It’s full and decadent
and it overtakes the nook.
I’ve caught the moon with a jar before—
A rather sleepless cycle
born of a cranberry question of youth
—and dumped it out once I knew
it wasn’t the real, swishy moon, but a milky
memory, and waning.
But this moon is waxing.
It’s too bright,
too mottled and still
crumbling—it needs a bigger jar—and
What about the sun?
Why isn’t the sun’s warmth enough?
Do I only want that shiny moon in that polished jar
because of how it catches
the light?
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Cornelia
Veenendaal
DOCUMENTARY
When my daughter happened to name the crow
flying across our blue angle of vision, Mr. Peebles,
I remembered a sales lady in a black dress,
standing at a counter in Steiger’s Department Store,
long ago in Springfield, and my mother and I,
waiting for our change to arrive in a little cylinder,
chatting with Mrs. Peebles, who was telling us
about a weekend, when he . . .
came back. What did he do that made her say,
“I was so blue!” And how could the heartless man
be here, flying over our heads, eighty-five years
later, and Barbara, who had never known
Mrs. Peebles, identify him? Then there was Peebles,
the military man I once heard of, who died
of his many wounds. Generations before,
he’d survived: among Washington’s men in boats
crossing the icy Delaware, fallen in battle
on the Scottish Border, a soldier ever crossing
in a boat, ever barefoot in the snow.
How many women did he leave in tears?
There he is now, winging over our mountain grass,
up, up to the highest pine. Bouncing on a branch.
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Veenendaal

ARE
HOW WERE THINGS IN THE NORTH COUNTRY?
Snow on the cedars, the Blue Danube in my head.
Skipping right along, nine degrees, not sunny,
but bright, and the clank of snow plows on the road.
New Year’s night my long since husband called
from Massachusetts, to tell us he’s become
a citizen! Nine snowy inaugurations blown by,
and he’ll cast his first vote for the next.
We celebrate with white carnations, flowers
that woke our friend Meg like lambs, bleating.
Where would we be without metaphor?
Remember the old aunt asking “What did he do to you?”
And the girl, as in a dream, Metaphore!
Two nights in lamplight we saw a small creature
come down through the cedar tree, gather strength,
and glide to the bird feeder for a nocturnal feast.
Here in the North Country, things are always new-our first flying squirrel, our final citizen, and tomorrow
my granddaughter and her dog will go ice fishing.
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Dianalee
Velie
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THE ONLY FEMALE AXE THROWER AT THE COUNTRY FAIR
happened to be me. I practiced long hours for this event,
not trying to break any sexist barriers but only wanting
to win. I watched the bulked up men before me hurl
their axes at the bull’s-eye with amazing accuracy.
When my turn arrived, I heaved my weapon
and watched transfixed as the axe rebounded,
returning to me and missing my leg by an inch.
The wind began to whip my hair into a wild frenzy
as I emerged a crowd favorite continuing to try
and show my skills that had suddenly gone into hiding.
At the end of the tournament, the winner offered
me free lessons. Not embarrassed or thwarted,
I graciously accepted while listening to the roar
of the crowd as I proudly promised to beat him next year.

Velie
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DOE AND FAWN
I
Morning dew still glittered on our backyard lawn
when a tiny fawn stumbled out of the woods.
Following closely, mother doe trailed her baby
then stood quietly while the darling nursed.
Sipping morning coffee, we dared not breathe
or move an inch least we startle them from
this mesmerizing miracle, not wanting to be
spotted through the sliding glass doors
that bring our outdoors in. For five minutes,
we forgot the virus, the protests and the rioting,
instead we stayed focused on mother and child
assuring us of love, life and beauty in this world.

Velie
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2 WEEKS LATER
II
The fawn has grown taller and spindly,
legs no longer wobble but anchor him
to the earth while the doe still guides
his footsteps. It’s as if she says softly
stay close to me so nothing can come
between us. I promise you safety in this
world where adverse things can happen.
I will guide you until it is time for you
to venture on alone where I pray angels
and humans will admire your splendor
allowing you to mature and prosper.
I watch them romp back into the woods
hoping for their well-being as well as
the well-being of everyone isolated
during this summer of 2020 who cannot
securely and healthfully walk along
the footsteps of their nearest and dearest
until a much hoped for cure is found.
I envy the doe and fawn their freedom
and closeness missing deeply those I love.

Velie
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FIVE REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD BECOME A POET
I
You adore the smell of pencil shavings
so much, you feel you could eat them as cereal.
This is crucial since the money you make
from poetry will not afford you the luxury
of buying much in the grocery store.
II
You’ve learned to accept the fact your mind
operates like a round, silver pinball,
bouncing off the walls in unforeseen directions,
bells and lights going off with the excitement
of random pings creating mind-boggling metaphors.
III
You enjoy hearing yourself talk, as well
as listening to other voices in your head
and have not yet been diagnosed with any
mental disorder. This is crucial for
writing brilliant first person persona poems.

Velie
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IV
You use, napkins, matchbook covers,
any impossible writing material at hand
to scribble in poetic thoughts. You think
in stanzas. All of life, friends and foes,
nature and the unnatural, are fodder for poems.
V
You know a graduate degree in poetry
will not guarantee you fame and fortune
but will provide a pile of tony rejection letters
over which you will lament then tear up
until one acceptance finally declares your brilliance
to the world.

Velie
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ARMISTICE
The Unite States border with Canada is still closed.
Our grandson has become a teenager celebrating
his thirteenth birthday up north, the first birthday
party we have missed since he was born. This lament
my sister listens to and responds in kind, they haven’t
seen their three-year-old grand daughter either in more
than six months. Plus, she has just read in the obituaries
her childhood sweetheart has passed away and
I tell her a good friend is in hospice. Gloom drifts
across borders into cyberspace when I tell her,
“but my mammogram came out fine,” and she
smiles through the air and says, “my latest blood
work was good too.” We manage these small victories
over this virus with snippets of good news to share,
both of us missing each other as well, waiting
for this invisible viral army to be defeated
and an unmasked armistice declared with warmth,
hugs and kisses bestowed instead of medals.

Mimi
White
On This Day
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for Dory on her Bat Mitzvah
Today when buds await the fury of bees
Today when deer walk across the field to enter your dream
Today when the owl lifts from its hidden perch, his talons poised, curved, alert
Today when light and heat pry open bundled fists of blossoms
Today when seas rise, swell upon swell
Today when waves break open on the rocks in wild splendor
Today when the earth viewed from space looks small, blue, swirled in white
when drawn boundaries are lost
Today when daffodils push through the cold dirt into the snowy air because
it is time
Today, on this day, when you are surrounded by the love of your family and friends
On this day when you are poised on the edge of becoming
and the hour of abundance is upon you
may you feel peace, may you know happiness
May the light of this season carry you across the threshold into all
that is imaginable and real and with every footstep
may the song of who you are accompany you and bring you joy
after Jane Hirshfield’s , A Blessing for Wedding
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Brenda
Wilbert
My Precious Tomato
Water Glides over your skin
Glistens hot in the sun
Majesty on display
Red and plump
Pose: final picture
A small bite
Juicy and sweet
I watched you grow.

JUBILANTLY
Jubilantly
Skips to the bus
Her brushes and paints in tow
Singing with delight
Our stop magnificent
Building of art
Artist in tiny smock
Colors splash on paper
Yellow
Red
Orange
Reveal Sun Tulips Me

Willbert

Jubilantly
Enters the studio
Singing with delight
Paint-spattered smock
A portrait of her
Framed on the wall
Smiling down on me
Artist at work
Colors glide on paper
Yellow
Red
Orange
Reveal Heart Blossoms Me.
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Sammie Lee
Willhoit
My Mom Called Me a Slut Three Times
Your words
spread me thin
impacting me
like
a mallet on chicken
Slut.
A lump in my throat forms.
Slut.
My head aches at the back
of my neck.
Slut.
I haven’t even
kissed a boy.
I just wanted to know
what thrill
My friend felt
when she showed off
a photo of her
in a Victoria’s Secret bra
and neon boyshorts
to the guy she was dating.
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Willhoit
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Did he blush? What did she feel
besides fear that this action
could destroy her life? That it was
forbidden? That she could trust him?
That above all,
I wished to see
her body again.

What is a Slut?
The infamous Slut
slides into bars
wearing a black
lace bodysuit
beneath a blazer
and a bodycon dress.
She wears crimson lipstick
and taps her acrylic nails
against the wooden counter
as she pouts her lips and gazes
up slightly showing
boredom and impatience
with the sour smell of beer
and the chatter
of strangers.

Willhoit

She waits
until a man
offers to pay
for her drink
twirls the thin straw
in her martini glass
as she sips
speaking slowly
to the man
who thinks
he has her.
Only after
she has taken the last sip
he has paid for the drink
she slinks out of her seat
and walks outside
swaying her ass
keys gripped
between each finger
does he spit on the ground
and call her
a bitch.
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